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FREE Textbooks? We could give you the whole big backstory. 
But since this is only a postcard, we’ll just give it to you straight:  

We’re Flat World Knowledge, and we’re “freeing” 
the textbook. 

Why? Because it means freedom for you 
and your students. 
• Freedom from skyrocketing prices.
• Freedom from rapid-fi re new editions.
•  Freedom to modify content to suit your course 

and teaching style.  

Now back to those skyrocketing prices
(and our Free Textbooks) for a sec. 
College is already expensive enough without adding hundred-
dollar-a-pop books into the mix. So we made ours free to read online. 
(We “freed” it, see?) And gave students the option to spend around 
$30 to get a print version of that very same free online book. 

What? Do we have a book for your course? 
We were hoping you’d ask and the answer is YES!   
Visit us online to read it now or request a free 
desk copy.  

Get it n
ow!     

www.fl atworldknowledge.com/gallaugher-offer
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$30 to get a print version of that very same free online book.
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Give Free 

TexTbooks
a chance

customizable textbooks by expert authors.
Free online and aFFordable oFFline.

Free the  
Textbook!

cc

Only at www.flatworldknowledge.com



Why? Because it means freedom  
for you and your students.  
Freedom from skyrocketing prices, freedom from rapid-fire 
new editions and freedom to modify content to suit your 
course and teaching style. But the textbook industry’s long-
standing commitment to exceptional books by well-known 
authors? We decided that part was just fine as-is.  

Now back to those  
skyrocketing wwprices for a sec. 
College is already expensive enough without adding hun-
dred-dollar-a-pop books into the mix. So we made ours free 
to read online. (We “freed” it, see?)  And gave students 
the option to spend around $30 to get a print version of 
that very same free, online book.

What? You want to see this newly  
liberated textbook for yourself?  
We were hoping you’d say that. 

Visit us at flatworldknowledge.com to preview books online, 
or call (877) 257-9243 to request a free desk copy. 

We’re FlatWorld 
Knowledge and 
we’re “freeing”  
the textbook.

Convenient, affordable choices. 
Textbooks are expensive. Like crazy expensive. Like  
over $900-a-year expensive. We hear you; we think  
it’s crazy, too. 

So here’s what we do: We allow free access to our  
textbooks online. Students who don’t want to read 
online can choose from a variety of formats — a bound 
book, PDF or audio file. All for way less than they’d 
spend on a traditional textbook. Now we’re talking  
crazy. Yup, crazy-amazing.
 

Everything you’ve ever  
wanted from a textbook, but  
were afraid to ask for. 
You know your stuff. You love to teach. But you don’t 
always love your textbook. Wouldn’t it be great if you 
could change it before 
it got to your students? We think so. And we fig-ured 
out how to make it happen. 

With Flat World, you get the same high-quality  
textbooks from authors you know and trust, but with 
two big differences: 

1. You can customize your book for your course and 
teaching style. And yes, we made it super easy to do 
— no minimum enrollment, no passcodes, no hassle.

2. Now, all of your students will be able to access the 
textbook. This means you can spend all of your class 
time on your lesson plan rather than reviewing what’s  
in the book for students who couldn’t afford it. 

What Students Get

What Professors Get

What the Traditional Textbook Industry Gets

A lot of sleepless nights.
We’re nice people. It’s not like we wish insomnia 
on our fellow man (or woman). However, we’re also 
not going to pretend the old way of doing things is 
working. It’s not. And until they can figure out how 
to bring you textbooks on your terms (like we are), 
we bet they won’t be getting much sleep.  

And in case you’re wondering  
What We Get Out of It...

We know “free” raises a lot of red flags,  
so we’ll just lay it out for you: 
Yes, we let students access our books online for free. We just 
feel it’s the right thing to do. After all, the high cost of textbooks 
means many students can’t afford to go to school. And this just 
didn’t sit well with us. 

Mother Theresa? Not so much...
By the way, most students choose to buy alternate versions of 
the book and study aids from us at reasonable prices.  We make 
money. We just believe in doing it responsibly. 

13 North Mill Street
Nyack, NY 10960
www.flatworldknowledge.com
 

Joe Schmoe
600 Main Street 
Apt. 3-A
Sometown, NY 10960
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